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campuses to educate and promote dialogue and mutual respect about antisemitism, anti-Israel activities, terrorism,
and a broad spectrum of human rights issues.
Wiesenthal Campus Initiative: The Wiesenthal Campus Initiative is committed to countering anti-Israel
to present pro-Israel events and individuals at Canadian universities.
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Tom & Anna Koffler Tolerance Education Center: More than 10,000 students from public, private and Catholic
school boards in the Greater Toronto Area participate in workshops on topics ranging from the Holocaust and
genocide to cyberbullying and propaganda - and more, every year.
Tour for Humanity: The Tour for Humanity mobile Tolerance Education Center provides workshops to students
and communities across Ontario on the Holocaust, human rights, genocide and heroes, and promotes discussion on
how individuals can contribute to society and help make the world a better place.
Holocaust Education & Remembrance: The Holocaust is commemorated in both public and private events, as
well as through our annual “From Compassion to Action” missions which bring politicians and high-ranking police
officers and police chiefs to visit the sites of the Holocaust in Europe.
Freedom Day: An annual high-energy celebration of democracy, freedom and human rights with 3,500 students in
Toronto’s Yonge-Dundas Square. Past speakers have included astronaut Chris Hadfield, Lt. Gen (Ret’d) Romeo
Dallaire, War Child Canada Founder & CEO Samantha Nutt and Holocaust survivors Max Eisen.
Countering Antisemitism & Defending the Jewish Homeland: Actions include discussions with politicians and
community leaders to address the problem of hate in public spaces, and the use of social and mainstream media to
create greater awareness of antisemitism and anti-Israel defamation.
Speakers Idol: This speaking competition for students in grades 6-12 highlights issues facing youth today and asks
them to explain - in a three minute speech, how they can address these issues to help improve Canadian society.
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Tom: Anna and I believe in the core values of the Friends of Simon Wiesenthal Center. Specifically, we think that advocating for human rights, countering racism and antisemitism, and
promoting tolerance and social justice is vital, particularly in our diverse and multicultural
country. That’s why we decided to build the Tom and Anna Koffler Tolerance Training Center and
to sign on as major contributors to the Tour for Humanity project – to teach exactly that message
to the community at large.

public with the discovery of
antisemitic texts being taught to
Muslim schoolchildren; because of
the Center’s vigilance the content
was changed and the Muslim
community (and indeed all cultural
communities) was put on notice
that this type of insidious and
hateful propaganda will not be
tolerated in Canada. Friends of Wiesenthal Center
continues to reach out to members of other cultural
and faith communities, and remains vocal in working
to confront rising antisemitism in Canada and, through its affiliation with the global Wiesenthal
organization, in countering anti-Jewish hate around
the world. It is this hands-on activism that really sets
Wiesenthal apart.

Philanthropy: What helps you decide which charities to support?

Philanthropy: Why is FSWC so high on your list?

Tom: Our style of gifting today is to direct our funds to where Anna and I see the greatest impact,
rather than donating into a general account where you don’t see the results of your funding. The
perfect example is the creation of the Tom & Anna Koffler Tolerance Training Center, which
provides educational workshops to more than 10,000 students every year. These are students from
across the Greater Toronto Area, ranging from the elementary to the high school level and from
public, private and Catholic school boards, who have the opportunity to hear from Holocaust
survivors, to learn about genocide, heroes, leadership and other human rights issues.

Tom: FSWC is an organization that lives up to its
mandate and strives to make the world a better place
for everyone. Through its many initiatives such as the
Spirit of Hope Benefit, Tour for Humanity mobile
Tolerance Education Center, Speakers Idol and
Freedom Day, as well as the many educational workshops and programs taught to both students and
community leaders, Friends of Simon Wiesenthal
Center continues to find innovative and effective ways
to achieve this mandate. The organization regularly
surpasses our expectations and that is why we continue

Tom & Anna Koffler
T

om Koffler is a Director with Friends of Simon Wiesenthal Center for Holocaust Studies(FSWC).

Philanthropy magazine recently spoke with Mr. Koffler about his support of the organization.
Philanthropy: What motivated you to first connect with Friends of Simon Wiesenthal Center?

Philanthropy: What do you think makes FSWC different than other Jewish community
organizations?
Tom: FSWC takes a very proactive stance against antisemitism, racism and intolerance where
other organizations are not as active. For example, we were very impressed when the Center went

to be involved with FSWC.
Philanthropy: What attracts
you more – the political
advocacy in which we are
engaged or the educational
programming we offer? Why?
Tom: Both avenues are very
important to get our message
across to FSWC members and
to all Canadians. The educational initiatives and the
civic advocacy address the same issues, but to different
audiences. While the workshops and student programs
are designed to promote the values of respect for and
tolerance of diversity, and to explain the tragic
consequences of hate, the social advocacy works to
ensure that these concepts are appreciated and followed
by our politicians and community leaders. The two go
hand in hand and are both equally important if the
freedoms that we take for granted as Canadians, and
the democratic western values I hope my children and
grandchildren will inherit, are to be maintained.
Philanthropy: Do you believe the work FSWC does
affects you on a personal level? On a societal level?
Tom: It’s not about whether the work in which FSWC
is engaged affects me on a personal level – what really
counts is the social impact that FSWC has on the
community as a whole. From our standpoint, it is
important that FSWC continues to reach out to all

communities, not just the Jewish community. The
Center’s efforts in reaching out to other cultures and
faith groups, including the Muslim, Japanese and
Christian communities – to name just a few, is where
the real force of the organization’s work will be felt; we
can never lost sight of the fact that Canada is a
multicultural country and our message must be
applicable to and understood by all groups.
Philanthropy: What are your hopes for the organization? What would you like to see FSWC achieve in the
near future? In the next few years?
Tom: That Avi and his team continue to expand on
our educational programs and workshops, Speakers
Idol, Freedom Day, The Tour for Humanity and our
Scholarship programs. These initiatives have the power
to teach thousands of students and
community leaders about the importance
of tolerance, of compassion, of respect for
diversity and difference, and about the
need to protect our democratic freedoms
and human rights. Accomplishing all the
above will make a huge impact on society.

desire on where to spend their charitable dollars, we
believe that supporting Friends of Wiesenthal is one of
the best investments anyone can make in protecting
our country’s core values of freedom, democracy and
human rights.
In addition to his position with FSWC, Tom Koffler also
serves on the Mt Sinai Hospital Foundation Board and is
special advisor to The Koffler Centre of the Arts. He is
Founder of The Koffler Development Group Inc., a
real-estate firm primarily focused on Commercial and
Infill Residential Properties since 1982. He and his wife
Anna endowed the Tom and Anna Koffler Tolerance
Training Center at the FSWC office, and are also major
supporters of the new Tour for Humanity mobile Tolerance
Education Center.

Philanthropy: Would you recommend
FSWC to other community leaders
looking to invest in a charity?
Tom: Anna and I have always encouraged
our friends to support FSWC. While it
really comes down to the individual’s

Inspiring the Next Generation
Tom & Anna Koffler (centre) with their sons (L-R) Dustin, Corey, Jamie & Brandon
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Tom & Anna Koffler Tolerance Education Center: More than 10,000 students from public, private and Catholic
school boards in the Greater Toronto Area participate in workshops on topics ranging from the Holocaust and
genocide to cyberbullying and propaganda - and more, every year.
Tour for Humanity: The Tour for Humanity mobile Tolerance Education Center provides workshops to students
and communities across Ontario on the Holocaust, human rights, genocide and heroes, and promotes discussion on
how individuals can contribute to society and help make the world a better place.
Holocaust Education & Remembrance: The Holocaust is commemorated in both public and private events, as
well as through our annual “From Compassion to Action” missions which bring politicians and high-ranking police
officers and police chiefs to visit the sites of the Holocaust in Europe.
Freedom Day: An annual high-energy celebration of democracy, freedom and human rights with 3,500 students in
Toronto’s Yonge-Dundas Square. Past speakers have included astronaut Chris Hadfield, Lt. Gen (Ret’d) Romeo
Dallaire, War Child Canada Founder & CEO Samantha Nutt and Holocaust survivors Max Eisen.
Countering Antisemitism & Defending the Jewish Homeland: Actions include discussions with politicians and
community leaders to address the problem of hate in public spaces, and the use of social and mainstream media to
create greater awareness of antisemitism and anti-Israel defamation.
Speakers Idol: This speaking competition for students in grades 6-12 highlights issues facing youth today and asks
them to explain - in a three minute speech, how they can address these issues to help improve Canadian society.
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PLEASE HELP SUPPORT OUR EFFORTS TO PROMOTE TOLERANCE, HUMAN RIGHTS

Join the 2015 Spirit of Hope Event
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Friends of Simon Wiesenthal Center for Holocaust Studies is a
Canadian charitable organization. Contributions are 100% tax-deductible.
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Past speakers have included Prime Minister Stephen Harper; former Prime Minister Brian Mulroney; President
Bill Clinton; President George W. Bush; Vice President Al Gore; Secretary of State Condoleezza Rice; New York
Mayor Rudy Giuliani; Democratic pundit James Carville; Republican strategists Karl Rove and Governor Mike
Huckabee; Australian Prime Minister John Howard; Sirs Elie Wiesel and Salmon Rushdie and panelists Gloria
Borger, Donna Brazile, Robert Gibbs, Alan Dershowitz, Bob Woodward and David Gergen.
Spirit of Hope 2015 is delighted to present Keynote Speaker Tony Blair, Prime Minister of the United Kingdom
(1997 - 2007) and Quartet Envoy to the Middle East. The event, designed to foster dialogue about some of the
most relevant issues of the day, will look at the big questions including globalization, human rights, freedom and
democracy, the Middle East and international affairs in an effort to make sense of the world in which we live.
This year’s program will feature a presentation in honour of Toronto Police Chief Bill Blair, as well as a special
tribute to the fellowship between Canada’s Italian and Jewish communities.
Our objective is to try and make the world a better place by furthering and building bridges of tolerance, justice
and human rights. The Spirit of Hope Benefit supports many worthwhile FSWC projects including Holocaust
education and diversity training; the Tour for Humanity mobile Tolerance Education Center; Tools for Tolerance
program for teachers, police officers and students; Freedom Day - a celebration of human rights and democracy;
Compassion to Action - leadership missions to Auschwitz; speakers and educational forums on diverse issues
relating to human rights.

Learn more about Spirit of Hope. Visit www.spiritofhopebenefit.com
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The Spirit of Hope Benefit is one of the most iconic fundraising events in the City of Toronto. The gala brings
together top business leaders, philanthropists, community and political representatives in a celebration of the
rights and freedoms championed by Friends of Simon Wiesenthal Center.
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